Algorithmic skeletons are polymorphic higher-order functions that represent common parallelization patterns. They can be used as the building blocks of parallel applications by integrating them into a sequential language. In this paper, we consider the design and implementation of skeletons for the management of distributed dynamic data. Such skeletons are used by grid-managers of numerical solvers like multigrid algorithms with adaptive refinement techniques. We present three mechanisms to encapsulate the necessary communication in parallel implementations of those solvers. Further, we have integrated our skeletons in a single-grid example solver and have run it on a PC-Cluster against a pure C implementation. Run-time measurements show that the speedups and efficiency of the skeleton-based program are comparable to those obtained for the C implementation.
Introduction
Programming of parallel computers is still a difficult and erroneous task, because often developers of parallel applications have to rely on low-level message passing. However, those applications consist of complex computations, for instance consider simulations of aerodynamic behaviors of foils or weather forecasts. Those simulations require algorithms, which are difficult to implement. Thus, it would be a great simplification, if programming of parallel aspects were application-oriented instead of machine-oriented.
Our approach to facilitate parallel programming is based on algorithmic skeletons [5] as described in the next section. The main feature of a skeleton is to cover the low-level implementation of communication between processors by providing reusable functions that can be instantiated in different applications individually. In this paper, we present the advantages of skeletons by means of an implementation of a numerical solver of partial differential equations (pde's) for parallel machines with distributed memory.
With pde's we can describe simulations as those mentioned above. To compute these simulations with high precision we need fine-meshed grids and fast algorithms. It is well known that multigrid methods [4] with adaptive refinement techniques [7] are the fastest ones. Additionally, it is important for careful use of memory resources that the grid components like nodes or edges are dynamic, because to yield precise solutions the grids has to consist of some million nodes. If we want to run these algorithms on parallel computers with distributed memory, we have to solve the following problems:
1. To reduce the amount of communication during an iteration, parts of the grid are held by more than one processor. For keeping consistency, values have to be exchanged between copies of a distributed object after some iteration steps.
2. Adaptive refinement of a grid causes load imbalance on the processors. Because the grid consists of dynamic components we have to invoke a dynamic load-balancer that leads to a transfer of portions of the grid from one processor to another.
3. If we want to generate a grid in parallel, first we have to generate the parts of the grid locally and then connect it to a big global distributed grid. In order to do so we have to identify grid objects by a certain criterion, for instance the coordinates of grid nodes.
In Section 3 we work out the mechanisms needed to solve these problems and present suitable skeletons. After that we present a small example that demonstrates how to use these skeletons, compare it to an implementation based on DDD [1] , and point out the differences between both approaches.
As example we solve the Laplace equation 
Algorithmic Skeletons with Skil
A skeleton is an algorithmic abstraction common to a series of applications, that can be implemented in parallel. Skeletons are embedded in a sequential host language, thus being the only source of parallelism in programs. The basic idea of algorithmic skeletons relies on the paradigm of functional languages: based on techniques like higher order functions, type polymorphism, and partial application we can write flexible and reusable skeletons that can be instantiated for each application individually.
Unfortunately, data-parallel functional languages like DPFL [6] are not fast enough [3] for computing expensive applications like adaptive multigrid solvers, for example. Hence, a better approach is to extend an imperative language by the above functional features. In this paper, we use Botorog's Skil 1 [2] to implement our skeletons. Skil is an extension of C, and the Skil compiler translates code from Skil into C by instantiating the skeletons with application-dependent types and functions. To use message passing in Skil we have to include a message passing library in the same way as in C. We prefer MPI [8] because it is available on many machines and architectures.
For example, consider the skeleton fold working on grids:
With that we can perform a collect-operation on all nodes of the grid. With Grid <$t> we declare a grid that contains polymorphic type $t. The skeleton performs a preliminary conversion of the data by calling the argument function conv f. The data on all nodes are combined using the function fold f, which must be associative and commutative, otherwise the result is unpredictable. For instance, after a few iterations the maximum of the residuals 2 on the nodes of a distributed grids is needed to check if the solution is precise enough or not. With $t = $u = double, the identy function id on double as conv f, and the maximum function max on double as fold f, we call in Skil result = fold(grid, id, max) ;
Internally, if fold runs on more than one processor, two steps are performed. First, on all processors the values of the grid nodes which are stored on it are folded locally in one parallel step and then these results are folded together globally by communication.
Obviously, one advantage of using Skil instead of an imperative language is a reduction of the number of code lines because skeletons are reusable, abstract definitions of functions. Another benefit is the modularity. That means that someone who wants to write a multigrid solver doesn't have to think about low-level message passing implementation but about distribution of grids or about keeping computation data consistence.
Distributed Objects
In this section we present skeletons that encapsulate the communication mechanisms needed by parallel implementations for numerical solvers based on grids. First we give the meaning of distributed objects. We define an object as a piece of dynamic data that represents some entity, for instance a node, an edge, or a triangle of a grid. An object is called distributed, if more than one processor hold a copy of it. Regarding to the three kinds of communication needed in parallel numerical solvers mentioned above we specify three kinds of operations (see also [1] ):
Virtual Interface
During the computation the grid structure doesn't change. Thus, we can establish virtual interfaces between copies of distributed objects. The programmer of numerical software has the ability to define those interfaces and to use them to exchange some data.
Object Migration
For dynamic load-balancing we need functions for sending an object from one processor to another, in fact the operations copy, delete, and move.
Object Identification
If we want to generate a grid in parallel on all processors, it is necessary to identify objects like grid nodes with the same coordinates on different processors. Therefore, we need an identifiy-operation that finds out if two objects satisfy the same criterion or not.
Before we explain the design and implementation of these mechanisms we have to declare how we control the distribution of data. The simplest way is to assign an unique global identification number (gid) to each object. Each copy of a distributed object has the same gid. Additionally, each object has a table for saving the numbers of all processors, which hold a copy of it. We call this table coupling table. Note that both parameters are internal to the three mechanisms and thus hidden from the application programmer.
Virtual Interface
Consider the mapping of the grid in Figure 1 onto six processors as depicted in Figure 2 . Hole nodes and dotted edges represent distributed objects. After an iteration has been performed we have to exchange the residual of the computation between the copies of the distributed nodes. Therefore we establish a virtual interface for nodes that indicate virtual connections between the copies of a distributed object. After these connections have been established the multiple copies of an object can send and receive data via the interface until the grid structure or it distribution changes. Hereby "establishing" means to pick up all distributed objects and insert references to them into a table, which drives the necessary communication. For working with virtual interfaces we need the following skeletons:
• Interface define interface(void);
defines an interface and allocates auxiliary memory.
• void interface data exchange(Interface if, void pack f(Buffer*, $t2, int*), void unpack f(Buffer, $t2, int*));
establishes a virtual interface if if necessary and performs asynchronous communication. The message buffers are generated with pack f and the data can be unpacked by unpack f.
• void disable interface(Interface if); destroys an interface if and frees auxiliary memory.
Object Migration
If we want to (re-)distribute a grid, for instance after adaptive grid refinement or as in the step from Figure 1 to Figure 2 , we have to transfer objects from some processors to some others. In the given example triangles are such objects. Note that dependent objects like corner nodes and side edges of a triangle have to be copied or moved additionally. The distribution algorithm can call the following operations:
• void copy($t obj, int dest, void dep f($t)); copies obj to processor dest. If further objects depend on obj, they possibly have to be copied or moved, too. That can be specified inside the function dep f, which will be executed at last.
• void delete($t obj); deletes obj.
• void move($t obj, int dest, void dep f($t)); is a composition of copy and delete.
Clearly, if we execute copying or deleting immediately, we obtain communication overhead. A better approach is to collect all necessary data at first and then communicate in one step. Thus, we need the skeleton void execute transfer(Buffer pack f(...), $t* unpack f(...), void remove f(...), void resolve deps f(...))
to send and receive all collected data, to delete objects, and to resolve dependencies. Further, the coupling tables have to be updated to keep consistency.
Object Identification
Turning back to our example, it is too expensive to generate the grid on one processor and then distribute parts of it to the others. To avoid this bottleneck we involve all processors in the generation process. After that we have to locate copies of the same object, for example nodes with the same coordinates, on different processors and have to assign them the same gid. Furthermore, the coupling table has to be updated. As for object migration we first collect all identification instructions and then evaluate them in one step:
• void identify($t obj, int p, $t2 crit f($t)); inserts necessary information in a table for the identification of obj with its copy on processor p with the criterion computed by crit f.
• void execute identification(void); sends and receives all identification information, adapts gid, and updates the coupling table, if both objects satisfy the given criterion.
Comparison of Implementations
We have implemented the skeletons and the small numeric application presented above on a PC-Cluster with 8 processor nodes. Each node consists of two Pentium II 400MHz processors with 512MByte of memory. The nodes are connected by "Switched Fast Ethernet" and for communication we use the standard message-passing library MPI [8] (mpich 1.1.2). We have compared our implementation with the one based on DDD [1] . In both programs the grid was generated on one processor and then divided into parts of equal size and mapped onto the others by object migration. Additionally, we have implemented a parallel grid generation on all processors, which is followed by an object identification phase. In all cases a virtual interface between distributed nodes was used during the iteration phase to add all residuals on the copies of the same node. The computation ends either after 2000 iteration steps or after the maximum of the residuals on all nodes is lower than 10 −8 . In our implementations this maximum was computed after every 100 steps by calling the skeleton fold as mentioned above.
We have measured the run-times of the test programs for grid sizes between 50 × 50 and 360 × 360 on 1 to 8 processors. Additionally, we present the run-times of the object identification based program for a grid size of one million nodes on 4, 6, and 8 processors. In the remaining cases the memory is too small to store the grid. The absolute runtimes in seconds are given in Table 1 , where bold entries stand for the times of the Skil program with object identification, roman font entries denote the times of the skeleton based implementation with object migration, and entries in italics represent the times of the DDD-based program using object migration.
First, it is easy to recognize that the Skil program based on object identification is much better than the other Skil program, if the programs run on more than one processor. We can even observe an acceleration of 30% − 70%. Furthermore, the speedup rate of our implementations is rather good. If the grid is big enough, we can observe that the average #procs 50 × 50 100 × 100 264 × 217 360 × 360 1000 × 1000 factor of acceleration of the object identification based program is 1.85, if the number of processors grows with factor two. However, even if the DDD-based implementation has a good speedup rate from one processor to two processors, it has a terrible slow-down from two to four processors. We suppose that this behavior results from an erroneous programming of the low-level communication mechanism. If we restrict our attention to the two processor case, we note that the Skil program based on object migration is somewhat slower than the DDD-based counterpart. With a reasonable grid size and enough processors this difference is smaller than 25%. This is caused by the declarative instead of the imperative paradigm, which leads in general to smaller and better readable programs. The price we have to pay are small losses in efficiency [3] . Although DDD uses the idea of encapsulating parallel aspects, the skeleton-based program has several advantages. First, the declarative program design given by the functional features of skeletons makes the code easier to understand and shorter. For instance, the skeletons can be called with any kind of object together with simple functions for accessing the object data as parameters. On the other hand, in DDD we must confirm types and sizes of object data manually. Additionally, in C we have to use "function handling" to simulate the higher-order feature in a very complicated manner. This disadvantages are caused by the imperative paradigm, that doesn't give any better possibility to manage these problems. Another advantage of our implementation is the reuse of code components, for example the generic list type that can be instantiated to any type of entry, or the skeleton fold that provides it functionality not only for the computation of maximal residual values, but also for any kind of data that have to be folded on a grid.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented algorithmic skeletons for coping with communication whenever distributed objects occur. The skeletons fit in three categories: communication via virtual interfaces, migration of (dynamic) data, and identification of distributed objects. Together with the existing skeleton fold we have used the skeletons in a numerical application. Furthermore, we have compared our implementation with another one written in the lowlevel imperative language C with respect to run-time and concepts. The results we have obtained support the idea that the use of skeletons leads to efficient programs, which are smaller and easier to understand than comparable low-level implementations.
The next step is to design and implement a multigrid solver with adaptive grid refinement for a "real word"-application using the presented skeletons. We want to investigate if such a project can be implemented in Skil with comparable efficiency but with less programming effort compared to a low-level implementation.
